
Pink Stone Dharmachakra
Sitting Buddha 10 inch 4
Read More
SKU: 00134
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Sitting Buddha Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Pink Stone Dharmachakra Sitting Buddha 10 inch, the natural artisanal charm to make you gaze
at. This piece is more than just a decoration. Material: Soapstone/Pink stone
Dimension(HWL): 10 x 6 x 2.7 inch Position: Sitting Buddha means "A person who is awake".
He was a prince of the Shakya tribe, privileged with every luxury one can fantasy over, he
married and had a son. Lord Buddha was 29 years old when he changed the path of his life,
after encountering the harsh reality of life, that no luxury would prevent him from sickness, old
age, and death. then he saw a monk walking peacefully on the street with a happy face free of
any Dukha or suffering. Then he realized that the path to peace can be achieved only with
mental discipline and ethical conduct he left his palace and lavish life in order to attain
illumination. which he later attain enlightenment at the age of 35 under a Bodhi tree near Bod
Gaya. From that time he is known as "The Buddha". He spent all his years teaching others
about his findings and way to achieve them. The teaching Buddha, widely known as
Dharmachakra Buddha in this mudra. Lord Buddha is seen sitting in the Vajrasana pose. Both
handhelds in front of the chest form a circle with index and thumb, which symbolizes the flow of
continual wisdom. The right-hand palm faces outward whereas the left face inward. Hands held
near the chest denotes that the teaching is given straight from the heart.  The remaining
fingers of both hands remain extended. The middle extended finger of the right hand
represents the listener of the teaching. The ring finger symbolizes the solitary Buddha (who
independently achieves liberation), the little finger denotes Mahayana Buddhism. The other
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three fingers of the left hand denote the treasures of Buddhism fist the Buddha (the enlightened
one), The Dharma (teachings), and the Sangha (the spiritual community). His first sermon was
about the four noble truths and, which can be achieved with moral ethical thought and conduct,
and the eightfold truth. Lord Buddha's teaching mudra invites growth and success in life while
developing wisdom and spirituality. For people who are seeking academic success, the teaching
Buddha statue is the best choice for them to acquire. Placing: As it represents knowledge and
awakening so placing in home, library, and study at Northeast corner of the desired place will
be favorable. Buddha used to meditate at the timing of sunrise facing east that's why while
placing make sure to face him to the east. Care: Because it's a nonporous stone cleaning is
extremely easy, All you need is a fiber cloth or broom, wipe down the surface is enough to get
rid of any accumulated dust.

Soft Stone Dharmachakra
Buddha Statue 12 inch 2
Read More
SKU: 00132
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Sitting Buddha Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“There is nothing more dreadful than the habit of doubt. Doubt separates people. It is
a poison that disintegrates friendships and breaks up pleasant relations. It is a thorn
that irritates and hurts; it is a sword that kills.”

This teaching Buddha is sitting beautifully in the dharmachakra pose tempting every soul
towards attaining enlightenment. Here both the hands are in the chest level of the statue. With
one facing inwards and other outwards, with the thumb and index finger forming a circle. This
statue represents the important cycles of a human life. So be under the light of enlightenment
by bringing home this beautiful statue.
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Pink Stone Dharmachakra
Buddha Sculpture 12 inch 1
Read More
SKU: 00131
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Sitting Buddha Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Pink Stone Dharmachakra Buddha Sculpture 12 inch (1 ft approx.), beautifully carved behind
antique finish. Every detail brought the statue worth eye-catching. Material: Soapstone/Pink
stone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 6.5 x 3.5 inch Height: 1 ft (approx.) Position: Sitting
Siddhartha Gautama Buddha "The awaken one". A royal prince whose father has privileged him
with every luxury and opulence to keep him away from any kind of suffering. At the age of 29,
he was married and became a father of a son. one fine day when he was on his way to
Kapilavastu he encountered the harshest truth of human life when he saw a sick man, an old
person, and a corpse carrying to the cremation ground, for the first time. That is when he
realized no matter how much wealth or opulence he had, no luxury would save him from the
reality of suffering from this stage, and then while returning to the palace he saw a monk
walking down peacefully on the street. So this made Buddha leave all the lavish and royal life in
search of illumination to overcome the "Dukha" known as suffering. 6 years later he gain
enlightenment under a Bodhi tree near Bodh Gaya. And spent the rest of life teaching others
how to achieve it with righteousness path. His first sermon was based on his findings of the four
noble truths which are 1. Suffering 2. The cause of suffering 3. The of the suffering 4. The path
that leads to the end of suffering. The above teaching Buddha statue depicts the important
phase of life where he gave his first sermon. The statue is seen sitting on a pedestal, on a
double lotus pose known as Vajrasana. Both hands are held right at the front of the chest level,
forming a circle with the index and thumb of both hands. The right-hand palm faces outward,
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while the left palm faces inward. The circle represents the wheel of Dharma. The term Dharma
means the way of righteousness and Chakra means universe. Teaching Buddha, favorable for
those who want spiritual growth and academic success in life. It facilitates inner peace which
helps to lead a peaceful life. Placement: The Northeast sector energies the inner peace,
amplifying intelligence and wisdom. So keeping the statue balances the spirit. And make sure,
statue face east. Care: Dusting can be done with a help of a cloth and broom.

Sand Stone Earth Touching
Meditation Buddha 30inch 20
Read More
SKU: 00129
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Buddha Statue, Buddha Statues,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“Your worst enemy cannot harm you as much as your own unguarded thoughts.”
This statue of lord Buddha is also referred to as the calling earth statue. Here lord Buddha is
sitting in the double lotus pose with his one hand in chest level with his index and thumb finger
forming a circle. And other resting on his knee facing downwards. His eyes shut in the
meditating posture and a wide smile spread across his face. During the final days of attaining
enlightenment he was tried to be a devil named Mara who tried to impose the materialistic
pleasure on him and deviate him from his goal. But Buddha being stubborn and dedicated
defeated her and finally achieved his goal. So bring this statue for your house or office to feel
the pleasantness and love.
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Sand Stone Dharmachakra
Buddha Sculptulre 29.5inch 19
Read More
SKU: 00128
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Buddha Statue, Buddha Statues,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Sand Stone Dharmachakra Buddha Sculpture 29.5 inch (2.5 ft), is a simple yet elegant piece of
décor. Become more beautiful with age. Material: Sandstone/ Redstone Height: 2.5 ft
(approx.) Dimension(HWL): 29.5 x 17 x 7.5 inch Position: Sitting Buddha means a person
who is awake. He was a prince of the Shakya tribe, son of King Shudhodana and Queen Maya.
Raised with luxury and opulence. He married and had a son also. While everything was going
right up to he reaches the age of 29, there is an incident that changed his mind towards the
urge for illumination. He came across an old, sick, corpse which he realizes that no wealth can
save him from suffering. so he left his lavish life and walk off and began his journey of spiritual
quest. 6 years after through deep meditation and self-deprivation, he finally realized
enlightenment under a fig tree in Bod Gaya. And he spent the rest of his life teaching others to
attain enlightenment. His teachings include four noble truths,  which can be achieved with
ethical conduct and the right attitude. With the eightfold truth, including ethical life that
benefits others. The above statue is the depiction of the period from his teaching, widely known
as the Dharma chakra Buddha. sitting on a lotus platform with Vajrasana mudra (known as the
double lotus pose). Both hands are folded in front of the hearts depicting that these teachings
are straight from the heart, with the thumb and index of both hands touching at their tip to
form a circle. The circle represents the "Wheel of Dharma". The remaining fingers of both hands
remain extended. The middle extended finger of the right hand represents the listener of the
teaching. The ring finger symbolizes the solitary Buddha (who independently achieves
liberation), the little finger denotes Mahayana Buddhism. The other three fingers of the left
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hand denote the gems of Buddhism fist the Buddha, The Dharma (teachings), and the Sangha
(the spiritual community). Teaching Buddha statue is beneficial for people seeking academic
and pursuing spiritual growth in their life. It develops the focus and intellect in life more.
Placement: Northeast corner is best for ripping the benefits of teaching Buddha as its the zone
where spiritual energy lies. Always face the Buddha east, as Lord Buddha used to meditate
while the sun rose. Care:  The sandstone is a durable material that can stand any weather, also
simple to clean. You only need a fiber cloth or broom to wipe down the statue, enough to ward
off dust.

Sand Stone Meditating Buddha
Sculpture 29inch 18
Read More
SKU: 00127
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Buddha Statue, Buddha Statues,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Sand Stone Meditating Buddha Sculpture 29 inch (2.5 ft) , is a rich stone finish idol, capturing a
sense of inner peace. Providing gentle illumination only gets better with age. Material:
Sandstone/ Redstone Height: 2.5 ft Description(HWL): 29 x 16 x 7.5 inch Position: Sitting
Lord Buddha was born to Shudhodana and Mahamaya, King of the Shakya tribe. His father
consulted a well-known priest after the birth of Lord Buddha, where the priest presage that the
boy either be a powerful king or a spiritual leader. Knowing this King Shudhodana left no stone
unturned to keep his son away from any kind of sorrow of life, he privileged him with every
luxury one can dream of. By the age of sixteen, Lord Buddha married a princess named
Yashodhara and became the parents of a son, Rahula. Everything was going smoothly while one
day Lord Buddha came across an old man, a sick, a funeral and an ascetic. acknowledging that
sorrow and pain is the ultimate path where everyone will suffer so at the age of 29, he left the
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lavish life and walk out in search of illumination. after 6 years he found enlightenment under a
fig tree, with mindful meditation and self-deprivation. And spent the rest of his life teaching
others about the path to enlightenment. The above statue is the depiction of his meditation
phase, sitting on a podium with legs folded with each other in a double lotus pose, known as
Vajrasana. Eyes closed completely depict his deep concentration. Both hands resting on the lap,
the right hand is placed above the left, thumbs of both hands touching and forming a triangle.
The triangle represents the three gems of Buddhism i.e. The Buddha, The Dharma, and The
Sangha. The Buddha represents The goal of Buddhist spiritual life, representing the end of
suffering for the one who attains it. The Dharma represents the teaching of Buddha,
experienced learn by an enlightened mind. The Sangha represents the spiritual community. For
a calm and peaceful life, the Meditation statue of Lord Buddha is favorable. Not only a decor
accessory but it also spread serenity in the surrounding. Placing a Buddha inside your home
make sure to face him at the entrance so that positive energy will be set foot in. Keeping a
Meditation Buddha at the workplace attracts success, mindfulness, and wealth. Although the
statue always makes you feel soothing where ever you place it, at a corner or at the center. You
can gift either. Placing: Northeast and southwest is the most favorable zone to pace the
Buddha idol. Make sure the faces east while placing. Care:  Sandstone statue does not require
routine cleaning, cleaning the surface with a fiber/cotton cloth or broom to ward off the dust is
enough.

Sand Stone Teaching Buddha
20inch 15
Read More
SKU: 00124
Price: ₹23,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description
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Sand Stone Teaching Buddha 20 inch, is a piece capturing a sense of inner peace. Crafted with
a single stone carved with a rugged look, sure to leave a lasting impression on the viewer.
Material: Sandstone/ Redstone Height: 20 inch Description(HWL): 20 x 12 x 7 inch
Position: Sitting
Lord Buddha the name was given when he became enlightened. Before that, he was a crown
prince Siddhartha Gautama born of king Shudhodana and queen Yashodhara. A priest named
Asita predicted about Lord Buddha he would eventually become a powerful king or a sage with
high intellectual knowledge, knowing this king Shudhodana tried all toe to head to privileged
Lord Buddha with luxury and opulence, so he will not get distracted in the harsh side of samsara
and succeed him to be a king. Until the age of 29, Everything was going so well, he was married
and became a father of a son, but destiny has planned something else when he came across
the reality of human life where everyone has to go through the suffering "the Dukha".  He left
all the lavish and royal life and began searching for a solution to end the cause of suffering. 6
years after meditating under a bodhi tree he attain enlightenment. And the rest of his life he
spent preaching to others about his discovery and how to achieve it. The above statue of
teaching Buddha depicts the moment of his preaching after attaining enlightenment to his
dispels first time in Sarnath.  The statue has much spiritual nonverbal significance of his posture
and gesture. Sitting on a lotus signifies that every man has the potential to grow and overcome
pain like a lotus does, even after growing in dirty water it blossom and produce a beautiful
flower likewise. His both legs folded in double lotus mudra, his right hand folded near the chest
(symbolizing that the teaching is given straight from his heart) by forming a circle with the tip of
index and thumb, palm face outward. The left hand is resting on his lap, forming the same
circle, palm face upward. The circle denotes the "Dharma Chakra" the Wheel of Dharma". The
remaining fingers of the two hands remain extended. Each of them has some significance like
the middle finger of the right hand denotes the listener of the teaching. The ring finger
symbolizes the solitary Buddha (who independently achieves liberation), the little finger
denotes Mahayana Buddhism. The other three fingers of the left hand denote the gems of
Buddhism fist the Buddha, The Dharma (teachings), and the Sangha (the spiritual community).
His first sermon was about the four noble truths, and the eightfold path to achieve the path to
end the suffering. With ethical conduct, the right attitude, and meditation one can overcome all
the sorrow and can achieve enlightenment. The Dharma chakra Buddha is a suitable choice for
those seeking academic and spiritual development in life. It also helps to develop wisdom and
focus in your life. Placement scope: The northeast sector is considered to be best to rip
results from the statue, make sure to face him east. Care:  Gentle wiping with a fiber cloth and
broom will be enough to keep the statue clean.
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Sand Stone Dharmachakra
Budha Statue 18inch 14
Read More
SKU: 00123
Price: ₹21,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

“As rain falls equally on the just and the unjust, do not burden your heart with
judgement but rain your kindness equally on all.”

Lord Buddha the preacher of peace and harmony here is known as the dharmachakra Buddha
or the teaching Buddha. Lord Buddha here holds his both hands on his chest level with his index
finger and thumb finger forming a circle depicting the important cycle of life. His legs crossed in
double lotus pose. His big ears representing the immense wisdom and knowledge. His face
emitting bright smile and knowledge that will enlighten your house and your mind. So bring this
statuette for your home or office premises.
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Sand Stone Teaching Budha
Sculpture 15inch 13
Read More
SKU: 00122
Price: ₹18,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Stone

Product Description

Description: Sandstone Teaching Buddha Sculpture 15 inch, is a weathered looked true piece
of art, from Odisha. Showcasing wisdom and intellectual with convincing the age illusion.
Material: Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 15x10x5 inch Position: Sitting Lord Buddha was a
crown prince, privileged with all luxury and royal life, to be a successor of his father, king
Shudhodana. But as presaged given before, he would be a spiritual leader or a powerful king.
Fate sweeps him away in the path of enlightenment. At the age of 29, he left the lavish life and
set forth to find the solution to the pain and sorrow, a human face in his life. In his 35 he attain
enlightenment and did not keep the findings to himself,  he shared that with others and spent
the rest of his life teaching others about attaining the path. Each of his postures has
significance, related to the important event of his life. Like the teaching posture, widely known
as Dharmachakra Buddha. Dharma means righteousness and chakra means cosmos, taken
together it represents turning the wheel of cosmic righteousness. The posture depicts the
moment where he first gave his sermon in Sarnath. The first sermon was on the four noble
truths, he discovered in his enlightenment period. first the suffering, then the cause of
suffering, thirdly the way out of suffering, fourth the path which leads to the end of suffering.
The word suffering denotes the "Dukha".The path that leads to the end of suffering can be
attained by ethical conduct and habits. The habits are known as eightfold path i.e. 1.  Right
understanding, 2. Right thought, 3. Right speech, 4. Right action, 5. Right livelihood, 6. Right
effort,7. Right mindfulness, 8. Right concentration. Therefore the Dukha or suffering will come
to an end by following these paths. The Dharmachakra Buddha statue is the most favorable for
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those who are hunting for academic and spiritual development. You can  Add tranquility and
positive vibes around your place. helps you to stay focused through the day. Placement:
Northeast is preferable if seeking academic growth. Place him facing east always. The size is
best to keep at accent table, desk, or any other preferable location you want to place as per
your convenience. Care: Cleaning Indian sandstone is simple, use a fiber cloth or broom and
wipe the surface gently to get rid of all the dust.

Sand Stone Teaching Budha
Statue 15inch 11
Read More
SKU: 00120
Price: ₹18,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Stone

Product Description

Description: Sand Stone Teaching Budha Statue 15 inch, a unique piece of the aged look of
Buddha as it stood for years. An artisanal elegance provides gentle illumination in your space.
Material: Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 15x10x5.5 inch Position: Sitting Lord Buddha has
many forms of him, Dharmachakra mudra is one of them, where the symbolic sign, sitting
posture, finger gesture has some nonverbal gestural communication. Dharma chakra  "wheel of
Dharma" illustrates the most important phase of his life where he is seen preaching first time to
his dispels. He is seen sitting on a lotus, usually, we see lotus beneath many deities, because
lotus has the ability to grow into beautiful flowers even after growing in dirty muddy water, it's
a symbol that every human also has the same potential to overcome difficulties and pain. So
the Buddha statue also depicted the same reason while sitting on a lotus. The eyes are closed
in deep concentration. In this mudra, Lord buddha is seen folding the right hand near his chest
symbolizing the teaching directly coming through the heart, forming a circle with the tip of
index and thumb, palm face outward. the circle represents the wheel of Dharma. The left-hand
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rests on the lap, forming the same circle with the fingers, palm facing upward. The remaining
fingers of the two hands remain extended. In his first sermon, he preached about the four noble
truths of life by which a man can get himself enlightened and free from suffering. The four
noble truths are 1. Suffering 2. The cause of suffering3. end of suffering 4. The path leads to the
end of suffering. And the only way to achieve the path that leads to the end of suffering can be
achieved by the eightfold truths which are 1. Right understanding, 2. Right thought, 3. Right
speech, 4. Right action,5. Right livelihood, 6. Right effort, 7. Right mindfulness,8. Right
concentration. In general, leading a life with a pure heart and thought ethical conduct, and
meditation will put an end to all the suffering and one will attain enlightenment. The
Dharmachakra mudra statue brings focus, especially for students and spiritual seekers. It
strengthens the heart chakra which helps to bring happiness and health when you kept at
home. As it's connected to cosmic energy so it energies our peace and calm of mind. Placing:
 You can place the buddha towards the main entrance facing outward to keep the evil and
negative energy away. The face of the statue should always face east, as Lord Buddha used to
meditate at sunrise. Northeast direction is best to place the teaching Buddha statue,(for
academic success) both inside home or office. Care Wipe down the statue with a cloth or
broom, a soft toothbrush might be also useful to reach the pores. Never scrub too harshly.

Sand Stone Meditating Budha
Statue 18inch 10
Read More
SKU: 00119
Price: ₹21,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Stone

Product Description

Description: Sand Stone Meditating Budha Statue 18 inch (1.5 ft), is an accent piece of art that
can last through the years, adds a soothing ambiance to any space, loaded with elegance and
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grace. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension: (HWL): 18x11x6.5 inch Position: Sitting
Lord Buddha, the crown piece of Shakya kingdom, a successor of his father, king Shudhodana.
Changed his path towards enlightenment and become the founder of the Buddhist religion. He
went through self-deprivation and deep meditation, for achieving his purpose. Meditating on a
lotus pedestal as the above statue depicted. Lotus signifies as it starts growing in dirty muddy
water but manages to transcend the water and yield a perfect flower likewise, every person has
the ability to become perfect and illuminated. Both legs folded with each other, while the sole of
the feet faced upward, this pose is widely known as the double lotus pose or Vajrasan in
Sanskrit. The hands are resting on the lap, the dorsal of the right hand lying on the palm of the
left hand, along with the tip of the thumbs of both hands forming a triangle. which signifies
three gems of Buddhism. Those are 1. The Buddha 2. The Dharma 3. The Sangha. The Buddha
represents the goal of Buddhist spiritual life, The Dharma depicts experience learned by
Enlighted mind, and the Sangha represents the spiritual community. The eyes completely
closed signifies the deep concentration, while the dot on his forehead represents wisdom. Lord
Buddha is one of the major sources of inspiration for people who focused on meditation. Inner
peace and happiness are the reflections of Buddha's statue. Your soul will feel much
enlightened with his presence. The Buddha statue does not serve only the ornamental purpose
but also adds positive and tranquility to the interior. Placing. Northeast and southwest are
considered as the best places to place the idol. Make sure it faces east. The northeast zone is a
prayerful zone so it amplifies the energy of that sector.  It sparks the energy of the corner
where it is placed. You can put a few flowers and incense sticks to spread the devotion vibe.
Care: Wipe the surface with fiber cloth to remove the dust.

Sand Stone Budha Sculpture
15inch 9
Read More
SKU: 00102
Price: ₹18,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone
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Product Description

Description: Sand Stone Buddha Sculpture 15 inch, a wide-ranging positive impact where ever
you keep this. A highly distressed finish make the statue a antique piece. Material: Sandstone
Height: 15 inch (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 15 x 11 x 5 inch Position: Sitting Lord Buddha is
a prince of the Shakya tribe, his father king Shudhdana protects him from all misery and worldly
sorrow by providing him with an opulent lavish life. When reached the age of 16 he got married
and had a son. Until the age of 29, he was away from human privation and the outside world.
One day while on the way to Kapilavastu, he encountered the three major aspects of life when
he saw an old, sick, and dead man. In the same way, he encountered an ascetic who walking so
peacefully down the road. Which made him think of the attribute traits of humanity.
Acknowledging the harsh reality, he left the palace and the royal life in order to find a way to
relieve the universal suffering. And the next 6 years he hunt for the quest and finally found
enlightenment under a bodhi tree in Bodh Gaya with deep meditation and concentration. Rest
of his life he spent teaching others about the path and how to attain it. The above statue is that
important part of his meditation phase, widely known as Bhumisparsha mudra. There is a story
behind touching the earth, there is an evil demon Mara who tried to prevent him from
accomplishing his enlightenment, then Lord buddha reached out his right hand to touch the
earth to witness, the earth goddess appeared and sweep away the demon with flood and roared
" I bear you the witness". hence it is believed to be the Buddha's victory over the temptation by
the demon king known as Buumisparsha mudra. In this mudra Lord Buddha is seen sitting in a
double lotus pose, the right hand is placed on the right knee touching the earth. His left hand
held on his lap palm facing up in, vitarka mudra. It is believed that this Bhumisparsha, mudra
helps to transform anger into wisdom. Keeping a statue of the earth witnessing pose helps to
reduce stress and anxiety. Also helpful in keeping health-related issues. Placement:  This form
of mudra must be kept facing east,(where the sun rises) to rip the benefits. Care: Use a fiber
cloth or a broom to dust.
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Gaurahara Stone Sitting Dharma
Chakra Buddha Statue 5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01422
Price: ₹7,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Sitting Buddha Statues, Buddha Statues
Tags: buddha statue, Lord Buddha Idols, Meditating
Buddha Sculpture, Meditation Buddha Statue, Sitting
Buddha Statue, Sitting Lord Buddha Statue, stone
buddha statue

Product Description

Pink Stone Gyana Mudra Buddha
Statue 7.5 inch 7
Read More
SKU: 00137
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description
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Pink Stone Gyana Mudra Buddha Statue 7.5 inch. Simple and traditional Buddha statue with a
wide-reaching positive impact. The calming expression sure to benefit any interior. Material:
Soapstone /Pink stone Dimension(HWL): 7.5 x 5 x 2 inch Position: Sitting Weight: 5 kg The
Lord of supreme wisdom, the Buddha " the awakened one" the person who is awake means
awaken of the reality of life. Lord Buddha was born as Prince Gautama, in the Shakya tribe. He
was raised in the lap of luxury and affluence, unaware of the reality of outside suffering or
misery human faces in life. Married and had a son. He was 29 years old when his life took a
massive turn. One day he was traveling to Kapila Vastu when he encountered three facets of
life. He first saw an old man, a sick person, and a corpse, this scene shudder him to the depth.
He comprehends the truth that every human is subject to face it, and no station would protect
from old, sick, or from death. When he saw a holy monk, walking peacefully on the road, made
him seek the solution to find a way to overcome the universal suffering. The prince abdicate the
royal life and started his expedition. For six years he roam around many monks, following
extreme starvation, self-deprivation, practices but got no result or answer to his quest. Finally,
Lord Gautama sat beneath a fig tree in deep meditation and attain enlightenment. From that
time on he is known as Lord Buddha. His statue, gestures, posture, expression all have
meaning, which is significant to his life. The above statue depicts the Abhay mudra of Lord
Buddha, Abhay means in Sanskrit "Fearlessness". He is seen sitting on a lotus platform, in a
double lotus pose. The lotus is an example of how to grow beautifully even after growing in
dirty water, likewise, all men also have the potential to overcome difficulties and learn wisdom.
The right hand is raised and facing upward in vitarka mudra. which depicts the uninterrupted
flow of wisdom, there is another sign of the hand gesture, that is protection or shield,
overcoming the fear. Left hand-held flat in the left knee in Dhyana mudra., palm face outward.
This Buddha statue is also known as blessing Buddha, like Lord buddha showering his blessing.
Must be kept in an area or room where you need positivity. Another option is at the entrance of
your home, it helps to ward off all evil and negative energy from entering the house. Face him
to the entrance. Placement: Place the Buddha statue in the area you want to cure Vaastu's
defect. Care: Dusting can be done using a cloth or broom, enough to rid of accumulated dirt.
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3 feet Buddha Statue Online Off
White Stone
Read More
SKU: 01806
Price: ₹75,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Garden Sculptures, Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Big White Buddha Statue 6 feet
Read More
SKU: 01775
Price: ₹190,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Big White Buddha Statue in glossy white makes this dramatic statue an especially
alluring accent and is sure to beckon second glances wherever you place it. Material:
 Off white  Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 72 x 48 x 24 inch Position: Sitting Height: 6
ft Features of the  White Buddha Statue:

A pleasing sculpture of Protection/Blessing Buddha is s shown above.
In rich white sits over a lotus pedestal.
His right hand is raised and facing outward symbolically portraying a guard or protection.
While the left one extended towards the palm up in the lap which means courage and
offers safeness.

About the blessing Buddha:

Siddhartha Gautama is "Buddha" which means — the “Awakened One”.
Born as a royal Prince whose father had guarded him against any kind of misery. From the
time of his birth until the age of 29, he was given everything that one could desire looks
and riches, a beautiful wife, and a healthy son.
Then, at 29 he experienced sickness, old age, and death for the first time. Devastated by
what he saw, Gotama realized that all beings were subject to these things, no matter how
much they had of worldly goods and grandeur. He could no longer neglect the fact of life.
 So, he left his home permanently and took up the begging bowl and staff of the Samana,
to seek the end of his samsara, the continuous cycle of births, deaths, and rebirths.
Gautama sat under a huge tree that was later called the “wisdom,” or “Bodhi” tree, and
professed not to leave it until he achieved the liberating knowledge he sought.
He undertook a long and difficult period of meditation that culminated in his gaining deep
insights into the human condition. Ultimately, in confounding the tricks of the demonic
Mara, he believed he did attain Nibbana (or nirvana).

Tips for creating a relaxing place:

A bamboo water feature with a stone bowl would fit well with the White Buddha Statue
making it become a focal point in your garden, park, or landscape.
Mimic the look and feel of a mountain landscape in miniature in the park, garden, or
landscape.
When there aren't any colorful plants in a garden, the eye usually notices things such as
the shape, texture, and placement of your sculpture to a new level.
A courtyard is a perfect place for a little rock garden around the sculpture because it's
easier to create a low-maintenance oasis.
A tall urn could easily become a centerpiece surrounding your White Buddha Statue.
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A minimalist pavilion would provide a sheltered spot where it leads you to the sculpture.
A single White Buddha Statue on a rippled sand area is enough to draw the eye.
A conifer on a mossy green base of the sculpture surrounded by several rocks would mimic
some mountain's landscape.
A small waterfall near it is also a great idea. Water gives positive energy to the space
because falling water adds to the soothing nature.
A pavilion, a carp pond, beautiful trees, and garden paths should all be highlighted with
lights to make the statue look gorgeous at night too.

Cleaning tips for White Buddha Statue :

Start the cleaning by dousing it by using a hose spray. Once it gets, wet rinse it thoroughly
with a cloth or sponge.
Let it air dry after giving a final bath.

Big Sandstone Sitting Teaching
Buddha Statue for Outdoor Park
and Garden
Read More
SKU: 01628
Price: ₹120,000.00 Original price was: ₹120,000.00.₹
100,000.00Current price is: ₹100,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Statue, Sandstone Stone
Buddha Statue Manufacturer, Sandstone Stone Statue
and Sculpture Manufacturer, Sandstone Stone Statue
For Home and Garden

Product Description
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Sandstone Bhagwan Buddha
Murti Teaching Statue for
Outdoor Garden
Read More
SKU: 01624
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Blessing Buddha
Statue, Buddha Decor for Garden, Buddha Garden
Landscaping, Buddha Garden Statue, Buddha Stone
Statue for Interior Designing, Sandstone Stone Buddha
Statue Manufacturer, Sitting Buddha Statue

Product Description

Odisha Sand Stone Sculpture
Dharmachakra 4 ft Buddha
Statue Online
Read More
SKU: 01540
Price: ₹120,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Sculptures,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha
Garden Statue, Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
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Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home, ft
Buddha Statue, Hindu God and Goddess, home décor,
Home Statue Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols,
Sand Stone Buddha Statue, Sandstone Buddha Statue

Product Description

Odisha Sand Stone Sculpture Dharmachakra 4 ft Buddha Statue Online, one of the
most desirable icons helps to bring peace and harmony.  An aura of quietude and
placidity wherever you want to place it.
Material: Sandstone/ Redstone Dimension (HWL):  49 x 29 x 15 inch
Height: 4 ft Position: Sitting Gautama Buddha,  founder of Buddhism, the  Shakyamuni  " the
sage of the Shakya clan". The person who has to intend on a trek to discover the path to
freedom from suffering, leaving his royal life behind. Each statue has its own features and
characteristics that define its meaning and purpose. Here he is in sitting form, called
"Vajrasana" where his both leg crossed each other and both soles of the feet turned upward.
Eyes are fully closed in deep meditating.  The tip of the thumb and index finger of his right hand
is touching and forming a circle, and the palm faces inwards and the left-hand palm facing up to
receive.  This posture depicts teaching, after attaining enlightenment when he gave his first
sermon. The buddha statue becomes so precious, when you understand the meaning behind his
poses, to live a mindful life.  The teaching Buddha statue signifies intellect, understanding, and
fulfilling destiny. He preaches four truths of life: 1. Dukha - Suffering. 2. Samudaya- Cause of
suffering. 3. Nirodaya- End of suffering. 4. Magga - Sweep of suffering. Teaching Buddha
statue is perfect for someone who is focusing on study or in spirituality. Buddha's statue
sanctifies the mind, escalates the tranquility within oneself, and helps to overcome the negative
feeling. It focuses on the reality of the worldly world. Also triggers self-discipline and peace of
mind. Having a Buddha statue can boost the positivity in the surrounding, strengthening all
weak facets of one's life. Placing:  All thing have their particular place, according to Feng Shui,
put it in a corner facing east, as it represents eternal knowledge and enlightenment.  again you
can stimulate restorative energy by placing him in the Northeast zone.
If you are planning to place it in the garden then consider placing him near the water body or in
the vicinage of flowering plants, which represent spiritual growth and reanimation. you feel
more comfortable and relax while taking walk in the garden. Care:  The statue proposes for
outside too, so the stone can stand any weather, you can clean the statue with water as well as
dusting can be done using a cotton cloth is, enough to ward off from dust.
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Meditating Lord Buddha in Pink
Soft Stone Murti 8 inch
Read More
SKU: 01437
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Statue for Home Decor, Buddha Statue
for Table Decor, Lord Buddha Idols, Sitting Lord
Buddha Statue, Soapstone buddha statue, Table Top
Idols, Table Top Statues

Product Description

Meditating Lord Buddha in Pink Soft Stone Murti 8 inch. You can sense the peacefulness from a
single glance at the statue. The statue is more than just a decorative piece.
Material: Pink stone/Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 8 x 5 x 2 inch Position: Sitting Founder of
Buddhism, Siddhartha Gautama, son of Shudhodana the king of the Shakya tribe. Bought up
and raised in luxury, away from the ugliness of life, until the age of twenty-nine he married and
had a son. One day on his way to Kapila Vastu he saw three aspects of life, an old, a sick, and
dead each for the first time in his life. Which made him realize that this is a universal fate of
every human being and no wealth or material pleasure can protect from getting old, sick, and
dead. After this, he saw a monk walking so peacefully, on the street. These harsh truths
disturbed him to his soul so he decided to find a way to overcome this universal suffering, and
left his lavish life, and went in the search of the greater meaning in life. For the next six long
years, he search and followed many monks, went into self-deprivation and extreme starvation
but found no result, to which he finally indulge himself in deep meditation under a bodhi tree in
Bodh Gaya and attain enlightenment.  and spent the rest of his life teaching others to find
peace of mind through the knowledge and practice to achieve it. The meditating pose of Lord
Buddha widely known as Amitabha Buddha means "boundless light". In this posture, he is seen
sitting on a lotus platform, with both legs folded called a double lotus pose. His eyes are fully
closed in deep meditation. Both hands are held at stomach level or thighs, the dorsal of the
right-hand rests on the palm of the left hand, forming a triangle with tips of both thumbs. The
triangle symbolizes the three gems of Buddhism. The Buddha himself, the Dharma, and the
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Sangha.

The Buddha: The spiritual life of Buddhists, the end of suffering for anyone who attains it.
The Dharma: Experiences of the spiritual mind.
The Sangha: the spiritual community.

Meditating Buddha is encouraged calm and peacefulness in the place. It improves concentration
and meditation, the mind remains undisturbed. People who seek inner peace and serenity
should consider the Meditating Buddha statue. A perfect gifting option for your dear ones.
Placement: Put it in any corner facing east, as it represents eternal knowledge and
enlightenment. Northeast and southwest also consider the favorable ones. Other rooms like a
mantle, prayer, study, meditation are a few options to place the statue, as it attains peace of
mind maintains the aura. Care: Pink stones are nonporous so it is extremely easy to clean. Dust
the surface with a piece of cloth or with a broom enough to ward off the dust.

Soap Stone Snake Sitting
Buddha Statue 12"
Read More
SKU: 00642
Price: ₹26,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: buddha statue, Sitting Buddha Statue, soap
stone statues, Soapstone buddha statue, stone buddha
statue

Product Description

Soap Stone Snake Sitting Buddha Statue 12 inch (1 ft approx.) . The mudra display in the statue
is a fusion of both meditation and dharma chakra which makes this piece unique. This compact
design is something you can treasure for life.
Material: Soapstone/Pink stone Height: 1 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 12 x 6 x 3.5 inch
Position: Sitting Weight: 4kg
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Buddha means "a person who is awake", awake here means waken of reality. He is the founder
of Buddhism. Born in a royal family raised in all luxury and opulence Lord Buddha was unaware
of any bitter truth of outside world suffering until the age of 29. He was married and had a son.
Lord Buddha one day on his way to Kapila Vastu when he encountered three aspects of life an
old man, a sick, and the dead. these scenes make him disturbed as he realized that these are
the universal fates of all humans where no one can escape. No wealth or pleasure will prevent
him from also getting old, sick, and dead. He also saw a holy sage who was walking on the road,
even after renouncing the pleasure of the world, he was looking very calm and peaceful from
his face. This made Buddha find a solution to the suffering, human face. He gave up his lavish
princely life and left to search for the quest.For six years he has adopted many practices,
extreme starvation, self-deprivation but found no result, he finally sat beneath a Bodhi tree
near Bodh Gaya where he achieve enlightenment. He spent the rest of his life teaching others
about the path to achieving the spiritual stage as him. During the meditation, their heavy
rainfall came and Lord Buddha was about to sweep away in the floodwater, there is when a
seven head snake saw this and wrapped around him his coil and uplifted him from the flood,
and spread the hood over the head of Lord Buddha to protect him.The above statue depicts the
moment where the seven-headed snake was in his protection, Lord buddha is seen sitting in the
coil of the serpent in a double lotus pose. Both hands are held near the chest forming a circle
with the thumb and index of both hands. The circle represents the wheel of Dharma. A dharma
wheel has three basic parts, the hub, the rim, and the spokes.

Hub: Moral discipline.
Rim: Meditative concentration and mindfulness.
Spokes: If a wheel has four spokes it represents the four noble truths and if the wheel has
eight spokes it represents the eightfold part.

This form of Buddha is also known as Dharmachakra Buddha. which means the wheel of
Dharma. Lord Buddha's first sermon was based on the four noble truths and the eightfold part.
Beneficial for people seeking academic and spiritual growth in their life. As it represents wisdom
and intellectual it improves the peacefulness and calmness in the surrounding. It can be a
perfect gifting option for your dear ones. Placement: Northeast or southwest is favorable to
place teaching Buddha statue. Always face him east while placing. Care: Nonporous materials
like soapstone is easy to keep clean. Dusting should be done using a cloth or broom.
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Soap Stone Sitting Teaching
Buddha Statue 8"
Read More
SKU: 00644
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Sitting Buddha Statue, soap stone statues,
Soapstone buddha statue, stone buddha statue

Product Description

Soap Stone Sitting Teaching Buddha Statue 8 inch, the piece is an endless placement option
throughout the home. Feature the Buddha sitting on a lotus platform, with an incredible white
finish. Signifying wisdom, and fulfillment of destiny. Material: Soapstone/Pink stone
Dimension(HWL): 8 x 5 x 2.3 inch Position: Sitting Buddha is means  "the awakened one".  A
man who has wakened fully, a man who discovered to bring off wisdom, empathy, and
deliverance from suffering. A crown prince left everything behind in search of enlightenment
and spent the life rest teaching others. The statue here depicted his teaching phase, where he
delivered his first sermon, in Sarnath. The first sermon presents the recapitulation of suffering
and the way to overcome it. It is called the four noble truths.
Those four noble truths are:

1. Suffering
2. Cause of suffering
3. end of suffering
4. the path that leads to the  end of suffering

Suffering the "Dukha" or unsatisfactoriness, suffering is three types according to Lord Buddha
first suffering from physical and psychological pain. Second, the blissful state, which is not
permanent it changes with time, and the third is suffering arising from the failure. Next is the
cause of suffering, which arises from our craving for desire, fantasy, and avaricious. End of
suffering means the way out of suffering, if we put an end to our desire, ego, and on dukkha
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then we will get our self free from unsatisfactoriness. And finally, the path that leads to the end
of suffering lies in the eighth-most ethical habit known as the eightfold path.
The eight habits include

1. Right understanding
2. Right thought
3. Right speech
4. Right action
5. Right livelihood
6. Right effort
7. Right mindfulness
8. Right concern.

These habits restrain us from lying stealing and committing violent acts, the paths help us to
control; our self and not be harmful to others by maintaining social harmony.
Here Buddha is sitting on a lotus platform, with Vajrasana pose, right hand on chest level turned
palm out forming a circle with the tip of index and thumb, the left hand resting on the lap of left
leg forming the same circle with the finger, palm out. Widely known as Dharmachakra Buddha.
The teaching Buddha represents eternal knowledge and enlightenment so keeping a statue of
teaching Buddha is favorable for people seeking academic success and spiritual learning.
Placement: Northeast delivers the pious zone of serenity. The Buddha should always face the
east to rip more positive results. Care: Keep the statue clean with the help of a cloth or broom
will not let the dirt settle on it.
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Soap Stone Earth Touching
Sitting Buddha Statue 8"
Read More
SKU: 00646
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Sitting Buddha Statue, Soapstone buddha
statue, stone buddha statue

Product Description

Soap Stone Meditating Sitting
Buddha Statue 8"
Read More
SKU: 00647
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Sitting Buddha Statue, Soapstone buddha
statue, stone buddha statue

Product Description
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Soap Stone Meditating Sitting Buddha Statue 8" (inch), The white finish depicts the joy and
beauty of the scalp.  A tasteful elegance smart to fit any interior.
Material: Soapstone/Pink stone Description(HWL): 8 x 4.2 x 2 inch Position: Sitting Weight:
1.1 kg
Lord Buddha's original name was Siddhartha Gautama, born as a prince of the Shakya tribe, his
father king Shudhodana provide him will all the luxury and extravagance, he was brought up
unaware of any reality of outside world suffering or pain. Until the age of twenty-nine, he was
married and had a son. One day he got out of the palace and roamed in the city, he saw an old
man, a sick and dead man each for the first time, in his life. This scene disturbed him, as he
realized that no wealth or pleasure will protect or prevent him from getting old, sick, and dead.
In the same way, he also encountered a monk who was walking down the road with a peaceful
and serene smile on his face. This incident change his perception about life and he left all the
lavish and royal life in order to find a way to escape the universal suffering of humans.Lord
Siddhartha, went to different monks, indulge himself in starving and deprivation, but found no
solution. six-year later he finally found enlightenment in Bodh Gaya under a fig tree, by deep
meditation and concentration. in this statue, Buddha is seen sitting on a lotus platform folding
both legs with each other, called the double lotus pose. Here the lotus depicts the hardship of
even after growing in dirty after, it produces a beautiful flower, likewise a human also has the
potential to overcome suffering and get enlightenment. Both hands of Buddha rested open each
other, the right dorsal of the right hand resting on the palm of the left hand. The eyes are
closed completely, with deep concentration. The pose of meditation is known as "Amitabha
Buddha" which means "Boundless night". This form represents calm and peacefulness, people
desire to develop inner peace, harmony, and concentration, meditation Buddha is the best
choice for them. Amitabha means infinite life, it bestower of longevity. Placement: You can
place it in a quiet corner of the house where you can sit and relax, always face him to the east
where the sun rises. You can place it in a prayer, or meditation room. It can be proved to be a
spiritual option for a gift to your loved ones. Care: Soapstone materials are easy to clean for
their nonporous nature. Use a dry cloth or broom to dust the Buddha statue.
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